Conduct of the Women’s Health Initiative randomised trial evaluating estrogen plus progestin: implications for breast cancer findings

In a recent commentary, Shapiro and colleagues1 provided their perspective on the strength of the evidence relating the time-dependent decrease in combined menopausal hormone therapy use to a decrease in breast cancer incidence, examining three studies reporting on the trends in breast cancer incidence following declines in hormone therapy use. They concluded that “the ecological evidence is too limited to either support or refute the possibility that hormone therapy causes breast cancer”. Their conclusions were based mainly on the “lower reliability of data collected at the population level than analytic data collected at the individual level” and that “precise adjustment for the confounding effect of changes in mammography screening” was needed. In this regard, a report from the Women’s Health Initiative (WHI) estrogen plus progestin (progestogen) (E+P) randomised clinical trial in the New England Journal of Medicine has directly addressed these issues2 but was not cited in the Shapiro review. In the WHI report, individual use of mammography in the years immediately prior to and after E+P use was provided and no differences in mammography utilisation were seen comparing women in the E+P group to those in the placebo group. In addition, breast cancer incidence was seen to rapidly decline after intervention ended but only in the E+P group, directly addressing the two major concerns raised.2 In addition, while the Shapiro review considered only three reports addressing the timing of E+P use and change in breast cancer incidence, a large number of more recently reported analyses addressing this issue found generally consistent associations between reduction in menopausal hormone therapy use and subsequent lower breast cancer incidence.3–10

Addressing the topic of E+P and breast cancer risk, a prior commentary by Shapiro and colleagues on the WHI randomised, placebo-controlled clinical trial evaluating E+P challenged the conclusion that combined hormone therapy increased breast cancer incidence and breast cancer mortality.11 The authors suggested the WHI findings did not adequately satisfy the criteria for bias, confounding, statistical stability, the strength of the association, duration-response, internal consistency, external consistency or biological plausibility.

While it is appropriate for Shapiro and colleagues to review and comment on the findings of published literature, the omissions and inaccuracies in their report should be identified to permit fair-balance consideration of the available evidence. In this regard, the description of Shapiro and colleagues of the conduct of the WHI E+P trial, particularly with respect to mammography use and participant follow-up procedures, is inaccurate. In addition, the characterisation of the proposed explanation for the study findings misstates the published view of the WHI authorship. This communication is not intended to point-by-point address all issues raised in the 2011 Shapiro commentary. Rather, it addresses the inaccurate description of critical components of the WHI trial conduct and provides clarification of our published description of the biological rationale underlying the study findings. However, we would be remiss not to point out that empirical published evidence from the WHI trial undercuts their argument that unblinding of women due to bleeding may have caused detection bias. Study gynaecologists (not the women) were unblinded in order to manage bleeding, most of the unblinding occurred in the first 2 years and if gynaecologist (or participant) concern about breast cancer played a role in ascertainment one would have expected an increased risk during the first 2 years – the opposite of what was actually observed.12 13 We also agree that discontinuation rates may bias trial results, and indeed this is why ‘intent-to-treat’ analyses are preferred over ‘on treatment’ analyses. Indeed, in our first publication we showed that breast cancer risk was higher when analyses were confined to adherent women.13

Much of the argument presented by Shapiro and colleagues11 regarding the WHI E+P randomised trial results regarding breast cancer appears to be based on their understanding of the disposition of women in the trial who stopped their assigned treatment. Shapiro and colleagues state that “those who did stop also stopped receiving annual study mammograms”. They then calculate what the mammography rates would be if all those who stopped study medication during the trial received no further mammograms (42% of E+P and 38% of placebo participants). On this basis they suggest that, as the trial progressed, mammography rates became low and could have been differentially utilised by E+P compared to placebo participants resulting in detection bias.11 The description of Shapiro and colleagues regarding mammography utilisation in the WHI trial is inaccurate with respect to the actual trial conduct. Participants were not “dropped from follow-up when they discontinued study medication”.11 Rather “participants were followed for clinical outcomes regardless of medical adherence”.12 13 This meant continual monitoring on an ongoing semi-annual basis for clinical outcomes and annual capture of information regarding mammogram frequency and findings.

The statement in the Shapiro commentary that women who stopped study medication “also stopped receiving annual study mammograms”11 is also incorrect. While mammograms were mandated on an annual basis, the vast majority of mammograms for WHI participants were performed in the community at more than 3000 clinics, hospitals and practice settings.13 14 Regardless of continuation of study medication use, women were questioned annually regarding whether a mammogram was obtained. The mammogram reports were obtained, reviewed and results coded. As a result, the values provided in our publications for mammography use, which were balanced between randomisation groups and high throughout the study intervention and follow-up periods, are accurate as published.2 13–15 They reflect the findings from the 95.9% of randomised participants who provided recent (within 18 months) follow-up information regardless of their adherence to study medications.13

Similarly, the statement from the Shapiro commentary that “mammography rates among women who discontinued their assigned treatments were not compared and is likely that they were higher in women originally assigned to E+P”11 is inaccurate. The
percentages for mammography use in E+P versus placebo users in the WHI report of the trial\textsuperscript{2} 13 14 was based on comprehensive assessment of mammography from all sources regardless of adherence to the study medication (E+P or placebo) in the indicated number of participants continuing follow-up.

We follow with selective comments regarding the Shapiro commentary conclusions on the relationship of the E+P findings to criteria supporting causal inference.

The major thrust of the rejection by Shapiro and colleagues that the conduct of the WHI E+P trial did not meet confounding criteria was that there was differential early detection of breast cancer in E+P participants due to unbalanced mammography. However, this was simply not correct. We have published the year-by-year frequency of mammography by randomisation assignment both during\textsuperscript{13 15} and after the combined hormone therapy intervention ended.\textsuperscript{2} In addition, the consequence of early detection of breast cancers should be diagnosis at earlier stage and reduced breast cancer mortality related to early medical intervention. In fact, the breast cancers in the E+P group were diagnosed at more advanced stage and there was a statistically significant increase in breast cancer mortality.\textsuperscript{14 15} Just the opposite of what would be expected from a bias related to early detection.

The Shapiro commentary also questions whether results from the WHI E+P trial identified a duration response relationship since there was a reduced hazard ratio for breast cancer with E+P use during the first 2 years of follow-up. In fact, we have published analyses indicating that E+P use significantly interfered with breast cancer detection by mammography and delayed breast cancer diagnosis.\textsuperscript{14} Consequently it would be incorrect to apply a linear duration response criteria on an intervention that not only increased the endpoint (breast cancer) but decreased the chance of identifying that endpoint (by interfering with breast cancer detection).

With respect to biological plausibility, the Shapiro commentary incorrectly projects a hypothesis never stated in any WHI publication, namely that WHI investigators felt that E+P acted as a promoter of breast cancer. We have never addressed the outmoded concepts of initiation and promotion in our discussions. Rather, we suggested that E+P stimulates growth of already established breast cancers, which could occur at any size tumour and could be manifest after even short duration exposure.

Finally, with respect to biological plausibility of a rapid drop in breast cancer after stopping E+P use the Shapiro commentary states “there is no pathological evidence to support the suggestion that withdrawal of E+P leads to regression of preclinical cancers”.\textsuperscript{11} However, in fact in the WHI trial breast cancer incidence substantially decreased in the years immediately following discontinuation of E+P but not placebo use.\textsuperscript{2} The WHI hypothesis was that rapid withdrawal of the hormones represented a hormonal treatment equivalent to oophorectomy in premenopausal women or estrogen receptor-targeted therapy like tamoxifen or estrogen reduction with aromatase inhibitors. In that setting rapid regression of breast cancers are routinely seen. In primary prevention trials comparing tamoxifen or exemestane to placebo, separation of the incidence curves was seen beginning early in the second year of the trials.\textsuperscript{16–18}

Readers are free to interpret the published findings from the WHI randomised trial evaluating E+P as they wish. However, they should not base their judgements on inaccurate description of the trial conduct or the misrepresentations of the biological rationale underlying our findings.
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